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Art by Amy Weissend
"I consider myself extremely fortunately to have found a place like the CWO that accepted me and

created a place for me, and understood that my journey through life was much more than the
stigma, diagnosis, judgements and labels that society had placed on me. 

At CWO I have value and can contribute to and be part of a healthy positive community that has
been there for me when I didn't know where to turn and when there was no other place for me.  

I don't know how I would have gone through all that I have if I had not had the support of the MHA
and Creative Wellness, It's really a lot, but the people at the MHA and CWO have always been there

for me and been quite kind and gentle with me even when I've been sick and not presenting well, I've
been met with a lot compassion and encouragement.

  I'm very grateful for all of you. 
I'm grateful for the art I've created and the paintings and photographs I've purchased from CWO

artists. The mandalas, nature photographs and paintings on my walls help me feel less alone.
As we come together into community we all have our own Journey and just being in the same space

together with other genuine and compassionate beings at CWO is healing."
-Story submitted by Tim Wood

https://www.mharochester.org/services/creative-wellness-opportunities/


Open Community Forum | Friday February 10th at 3pm-3:30pm
First Friday | March 3rd at 5:30pm-7:30pm

 
 
 

An 8.5% Cost of Living Adjustment, $500 million investment and housing increases for
community mental health services.
Increased funding for housing first, peer support, crisis diversion and mental health
first responder initiatives.
Rejection of forced treatment legislative proposals.
Passage of Daniel's Law, Treatment no Jails, Clean Slate criminal justice reform
legislation.

NYAPRS' 26th Annual Legislative Day!
Come to Albany to raise your voices for peer support, human rights, housing and criminal justice reform!

The Egg Empire State Plaza | February 28th, 2023
 

Peer communities from all over New York State come together for this annual event to unify
their voices to advocate for more legislative and financial support for the peer community
through housing programs, peer support programs, crisis diversion and mental health first
responder initiatives. This is also an opportunity to speak up against the rise in the use of
coercive involuntary inpatient commitments and outpatient treatment orders (forced
treatment). Join NYAPRS and others in Albany to advocate for this year's priorities, including:

Our annual legislative day will  feature presentations from advocates and prominent state
officials, a roleplay of typical legislative meeting, a rally, a news conference and a round of
meetings with state legislators. Breakfast and lunch will be provided as well.

Limited spots available. Registration required by Feb. 16th
Call CWO at 585-325-3145 x144 for more information and to register.

 
"I have been doing many things to manage my bipolar condition. Among those have been taking

medications, seeing a psychiatrist, getting exercise, talking with friends and family, gaining enough
sleep, and practicing yoga and meditation. I have welcomed the opportunity to practice yoga and
meditation offered by Creative Wellness Opportunities. I meditate there for 30 minutes a week on

Thursdays at 11 AM and practice yoga for 60 minutes every Friday at 11 AM. They are both excellent
workshops.

 
 
 

Practicing yoga emphasizes breathing slowly and deeply while taking various positions. It is meditation
in motion. Meditation involves clearing the mind. Everyone has difficulty with this as our minds want to
focus on thoughts. When you do this, you just need to go back to focusing on your breathing, inhaling

and exhaling. It is easier for many people to use a guided meditation where the facilitator prompts you.
The workshop at CWO is that type of meditation. I find yoga and meditation help me stay in the present

rather than think of what has happened in the past or plan for the future."
-Story submitted by Diana Nielsen
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